
Wash according to garment instructions.
WASHING

Medium pressure | 8-10 seconds
PRESSING | TIMING

Peel warm or Cold.
PEELING

45° Blade
CUTTING

Cut this material into a mirror image. 
MIRRORING

This product contains PVC and will emit 
hazardous fumes.

NOT LASER COMPATIBLE

300°F-320°F
TEMPERATURE

ThermoSPORT™ will need more downforce on the blade while plotting. Please do test 
cuts for best results.

TECH TIPS

During manufacturing, color variation can occur between rolls. This is especially true for 
Neon colors.

COLOR VARIATION

This PVC product emits hazardous fumes when cut with a laser machine!
*This product cannot be layered.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS

Semi-Gloss finish. Bridges the gaps in open-mesh athletic jerseys blocking dye migration.
The pressure-sensitive carrier allows easy weeding.

Available Widths (in.): 13.5”, 18”, and 27”
Available Lengths (ft.): 15’, 30’, 45’, 60’, 75, 
and 150’ rolls

6.8 mils/170 microns

FABRICS

Cotton, Uncoated Polyester, Mesh, and 
Poly-blend fabrics- Excluding Nylon

THICKNESSSIZING

CPSIA
COMPLIANT

CONFIDENCE
IN TEXTILES

Tested for harmful substances
according to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100

00000000 Institute

“It's best to test!” Pre-test on an inconspicuous area before applying final production. Some garments require pre-heating and treatment, such as blotting moisture-wicking
material with rubbing alcohol, before pressing the material. Dye migration may occur with low-energy dyes in polyester and blend fabrics. Check for compatibility

and pre-treatment suggestions with each product’s instructions. The user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection with the use of this product.
Specialty Materials cannot guarantee performance for conditions not under the manufacturer’s control and is not responsible for issues due to third-party material

qualities. The Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective by the manufacturer.
©2023 Specialty Materials & Digital Decoration, LLC. | A POLI-TAPE Company | All rights reserved | Tulsa, OK 74146 | 877-437-8556

Tech Help: tech@specialtymaterials.com | Sample Request: samples@specialtymaterials.com
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